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Figure S1: Structural prediction of TNP1. (a) Prediction of disorder 

regions via PONDR web server (http://www.pondr.com/pondr-tut2). (b) 

Structural prediction of TNP1 via AlphaFold 2 indicates overall intrinsic 

disorder. A small helix is predicted between residues 38 to 49, but the 

confidence is low. 
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Figure S2: Expression and Purification TNP1. (a)Plasmid construct. (b) 

Anion-exchange chromatography with a HiTrap S column. (c) SDS-Page 

of MBP-TNP1,TEV cut MBP-tag and TNP1. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure S3: Influence of Salt Concentration on the Association of TNP1 

(4 µM) with 177 bp DNA. PBS-T buffers were supplemented with 

additional NaCl to elevate the salt concentration by increments of 10 mM, 

100 mM, and 500 mM, respectively. 

 

 

 



Table S1: List of computational systems  

 
 

 

 

 

  



Figure S4:  MMPBSA energy for sequential binding of the first, second, 

third, and fourth TNP1 to a DNA molecule (40 bp). Solute dielectric 

constant is set as 8.0. Energy unit is KJ/mol. 

 

  



 

 
Figure S5: Final configurations of TNP1-DNA complex in 20 sets of MD 

simulations. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S6: Depictions of arginine and lysine insertion into DNA grooves.  

A minimum distance threshold of 5 angstroms was utilized to determine 

the insertion of either the guanidinium group of arginine or the ε-amino 

group of lysine into the DNA groove based on their proximity to the O2 of 

thymine. 
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Figure S7: A segment (marked in purple, orange, and green) consists of 

arbitrary 10 connected base pairs. In each segment, the heavy atoms of the 

DNA backbone (adenine (A) and guanine (G) for purine bases, and 

thymine (T) and cytosine (C) for pyrimidine bases) are chosen, and the 

geometric center of the segment is calculated. The bending angle is defined 

as the cross angle between the vector connecting the center of (i-1)th and ith 

segment and the vector connecting the center of ith and (i+1)th segment. 

 



 

Figure S8: CD spectrum of TNP1. The signal intensity is low, and 

DichroWeb analysis (http://dichroweb.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/html/home.shtml) 

indicates that TNP1 lacks secondary structure. The black line represents a 

typical CD spectrum of collagen-like triple-helical secondary structure, 

which is characterized by a positive peak at 221 nm and a negative peak at 

198 nm. 

  



 

 

Figure S9: AFM images of (a) pure DNA (1.5 𝜇M/bp) and (b) DNA-

TNP1 complex (DNA of 0.3 𝜇M/bp and TNP1 of 0.1 𝜇M) 

 

 

 

 

  



Figure S10: Extraction of DNA contour from AFM images.  

Figure S11: Fluorescence imaging of 120 µM bp DNA mixing with 5 

µM eGFP-TNP1. 

 



Figure S12: Fluorescence images under different experimental 

conditions. (a) Fluorescent images depicting the mixture of 10 µM eGFP-

TNP1 with either 10 µM or 100 µM ATP. (b) Fluorescent images of the 

mixture of eGFP-TNP1 2-1 or eGFP-TNP1 2-2 with 177 bp DNA. Various 

R+/- ratios were measured in all cases, revealing either no or very weak 

phenomena of droplet formation. Two representative images are presented 

here. (c) Addition of 25 µM or 200 µM Mg2+ into preformed droplet 

systems of eGFP-TNP1: 177 bp DNA mixture. 

 
                 



           Table S2: Utilization of Various DNA in the Conducted Assays 
 

DNA Length Assays 
40 bp  Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 

 
177 bp  

Gel Electrophoresis, Bio-layer Interferometry, Measurement of ζ-Potential, 

CD Spectrum, Dynamic Light Scattering, Fluorescence Imaging 

3043 bp Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

 


